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WP 3 Examples of analysisWP 3 Examples of analysis
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WP 3 Examples of analysisWP 3 Examples of analysis

Number of lamps

Households ordered by number of lamps
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WP3 ConclusionsWP3 Conclusions

Compared to national statistics (building types, % electric Compared to national statistics (building types, % electric 
heating and average consumption)  and data in Danish heating and average consumption)  and data in Danish 
tool tool ElmodelElmodel Domestic, the Domestic, the RemodeceRemodece sample is good sample is good 
and representative in most aspects. and representative in most aspects. 

The best options for electricity saving seems to be:The best options for electricity saving seems to be:

•• Fill/pack the washing machine every timeFill/pack the washing machine every time

•• Use more cloths drying outside instead of tumble dryerUse more cloths drying outside instead of tumble dryer

•• Use always a lid when you cookUse always a lid when you cook

•• Switch of modems + router along with the computerSwitch of modems + router along with the computer

•• Make attention to buy of Energy Star computerMake attention to buy of Energy Star computer

•• Promote multiple sockets to disconnect all appliances Promote multiple sockets to disconnect all appliances 

•• Promote energy saving lamps and stop the rapid market Promote energy saving lamps and stop the rapid market 
transformation from GLS to halogen lampstransformation from GLS to halogen lamps
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Report D8 Report D8 -- PurposePurpose

•• The campaign concept of endThe campaign concept of end--uses in focus uses in focus 

-- ““oldold”” countriescountries

-- ““newnew”” EUEU--countries.countries.

•• Developed ID system to handle all measurements Developed ID system to handle all measurements 

•• Prepared guidelines for preparation of Prepared guidelines for preparation of 
measurements, installation, data retrieval, quality measurements, installation, data retrieval, quality 
control and repair of data. This include standby control and repair of data. This include standby 
measurement.measurement.

•• Campaign Campaign –– selection of customers, buildings ...selection of customers, buildings ...

•• Campaign content Campaign content –– End uses measured.End uses measured.

•• Campaign lessons learned.Campaign lessons learned.

•• Equipment used for measurements.Equipment used for measurements.
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Selection of 100 customersSelection of 100 customers

•• BE: Customers that wanted an energy auditBE: Customers that wanted an energy audit

•• BU: Customers giving access and at homeBU: Customers giving access and at home

•• CR: Customers expressing interest in the surveyCR: Customers expressing interest in the survey

•• DK: Customers with ADSL reflected to advertisementDK: Customers with ADSL reflected to advertisement

•• FR: FR: Radio/news/email advertisement Radio/news/email advertisement –– home exhibitionhome exhibition

•• GE: Househoulds with TV and computer equipmentGE: Househoulds with TV and computer equipment

•• GR: GR: Personal contactsPersonal contacts

•• HU: Snow ball sampling starting with little advertisementHU: Snow ball sampling starting with little advertisement

•• IT: Own contacts and housing cooperativesIT: Own contacts and housing cooperatives

•• NO: Selection by statistical bureauNO: Selection by statistical bureau

•• PT: EDP remote meter reading customers in all regionsPT: EDP remote meter reading customers in all regions

•• RO: Selected among 623 survey customersRO: Selected among 623 survey customers
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Building type and measurementBuilding type and measurement
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EndEnd--use Recording Statususe Recording Status
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Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

•• BE: Takes a lot of ressources, quality control importantBE: Takes a lot of ressources, quality control important

•• BU: Large interest for results, data handling takes timeBU: Large interest for results, data handling takes time

•• CR: 55CR: 55--65% of consump. covered, lamp meter damage65% of consump. covered, lamp meter damage

•• DK: Large delay due to development of new equipment  DK: Large delay due to development of new equipment  

•• FR: hard to find customers with the appliancesFR: hard to find customers with the appliances

•• GE: Lack of equipment => often cluster meteringGE: Lack of equipment => often cluster metering

•• GR: Lack of equipment delayed the campaignGR: Lack of equipment delayed the campaign

•• HU: Equipment problems: fit to socket, failures. ImportantHU: Equipment problems: fit to socket, failures. Important

•• IT: Hard to meter builtIT: Hard to meter built--in appliances, eqiupment problemsin appliances, eqiupment problems

•• NO: Sending equipment takes time, Customers can install NO: Sending equipment takes time, Customers can install 

•• PT: Takes a lot of ressources, installation control importantPT: Takes a lot of ressources, installation control important

•• RO: Lack of equipment => not possible to record allRO: Lack of equipment => not possible to record all
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General Problems MeetGeneral Problems Meet

•• Difficult to find households with the requested appliances (espeDifficult to find households with the requested appliances (especially cially 
large TV screens)large TV screens)

•• Technical problem to monitor the total consumption from the Technical problem to monitor the total consumption from the 
electrical meterelectrical meter

•• DataloggersDataloggers unconnected (pulled out) by utility staff during the unconnected (pulled out) by utility staff during the 
monitoring campaignmonitoring campaign

•• Very sensitive lampmeters (Enertech)that do not work always. Very sensitive lampmeters (Enertech)that do not work always. 

•• Had often to make cluster monitoring instead of seperate endHad often to make cluster monitoring instead of seperate end--use use 
monitoring due to lack of equipment.monitoring due to lack of equipment.

•• First verion of new equipment had problem with radio contact First verion of new equipment had problem with radio contact 
between the home central and the metering units due to a softwarbetween the home central and the metering units due to a software e 
problem.problem.

•• In case the customers turn smart dimmers off with the switch In case the customers turn smart dimmers off with the switch 
instead of the remote control delivery of monitoing data may stoinstead of the remote control delivery of monitoing data may stop in p in 
case the units are far away from the control unit and thus have case the units are far away from the control unit and thus have to to 
perform chain communication (no problem if the customer has a perform chain communication (no problem if the customer has a 
new wireless wall controls but this is often not the case in an new wireless wall controls but this is often not the case in an 
experiment in already existing installations. experiment in already existing installations. 
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Finalisation of CampaignsFinalisation of Campaigns


